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Why BigOrange Marketing? 
BigOrange Marketing helps dozens of companies 
win millions of dollars in business by delivering 
strategic marketing plans and content. We help you 
get found, get results, and get your time back. We 
specialize in marketing for IT and MSP Services.
● 15+ years of Marketing Experience
● Hubspot Partner
● Certified in Google Analytics
● Marketing Services Provider

Margee Moore, Founder & CEO 
of BigOrange Marketing
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Agenda

OpenAI
Basics of what it is.1 ChatGPT

Where to find it and use it.2 C.R.E.A.T.E. Process
Lorem ipsum3
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Our Goal Today
● Get You ChatGPT Capable!

● We want you to walk out of the room being able to utilize ChatGPT to draft a marketing 
campaign. 
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Your Marketing Checklist
● Define Your Goal

● Target Audience Defined

● Product and Benefit Copy

● Landing Page Copy

● Ad Campaign Copy 

○ LinkedIn, Facebook Google

● Sales Outreach Emails for 
the Sales Team

● Video Script

● Blog Content

● Social Media Posts

● Talk Submission Support

● Brochure Copy
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What Can ChatGPT Do?
● Natural Language, Personal and Efficient

● Personalize for Your Audience

● Improve Efficiency

● Write Copy Quickly
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What ChatGPT Can’t Do?
● Tell a Good Joke

● Can't write as well as your thought leaders, but it can help your 
thought leaders write

● Not a search engine ... yet

Focus will be key. One thing at a time. 

Strategy, Direction, Editing, Execution are up to you.
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Goals

Step 1: Start With Defining Your Goal

●As a business, understand the overall business goals for 2023

• What specific goal do you want to support? 

• Launch a new product

• Enter a new city with existing offerings?

• Go after more sales in a target industry?

● Brainstorm what goal could we outline today

●We will show you how to do these exercises 
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Want to add additional wealth management customers in 
2023. We would like to create a campaign leveraging our 

status as a Registered Investment Advisor firm (RIA) and how 
that benefits clients over the broker/dealer model...

Landscaping firm looking to launch a year round landscape 
maintenance service to new affluent customers.

Want to add more customers for our citric passivation cleaning 
solution. Our product is new and looking to launch this product.

Brainstorm...

Or as an MSP, how would you launch a CMMC Assessment 
offering?



What are some goals you are 
working on today?
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Tip: Train a Window

Leave ChatGPT Windows Open that You Can Train 

●Train windows/chats for specific products, clients or writing styles 
like StoryBrand

●We will work in one window today to start to train it.

●Tip for later: Clear out all your chats. Train a window. Then hover 
with the pencil rename your window for what you trained it for. 
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Quick Tips to Train a Window: On Your Own 
Later.

What 10 keywords do people most search for when looking for an RIA 
Firm? (Also use Keyword Planner)

What are the key benefits of working with an RIA firm?

What are the differences between choosing an RIA firm and a broker 
dealer?

Do you have some brochure or website copy you can feed it?
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Target

Step 2: Understand your target market and your ideal customers 

●Review your best customers. Define the parameters of your ideal 
clients. Revenue size? Number of employees? What was their need 
when they came to you originally? What are their job titles? 
Industries? Demographics? What are their goals and pain points?

●Write a summary prompt into ChatGPT as follows, brainstorm in a 
chat window
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Act like a marketing professional and 
draft a user persona for ...

Our ideal client is a man or woman in their early 50s who have a 
professional career and over $500,000 in savings. They are highly educated, 
well traveled and experts in their professional fields, confident and want the 
best value for their money. They also want a dedicated professional they 
can turn to with questions. Their goals are to have a stress-free retirement 
and not outlive their money. Their pain points are not feeling confident in 
finance nor wanting to take the time to manage money.
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Tone and Expand...Review and choose a refinement ...

Please revise this for [refinement] and write this in the format of a user 
persona including demographics, goals, challenges, pain points, 

behaviors, attitudes, solutions and desired transformations with 3 
bullet points per section.

Tip: This is not a substitute for talking to your ideal clients regularly...
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Product Copy

Step 3: Develop Clear Messaging Points that Compel Your Audience
●Let's define our product from our goal brainstorm...All Seasons Landscape 
Maintenance Services 
●Primary Outcome
●Secondary Outcome
●Primary Pain
●Secondary Pain
●Primary Transformation
●Secondary Transformation
●Time Frame 

We are going to review this one and you can complete it offline later
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"Act like a marketing copywriter, write a 500 word product description 
to Introduce our [product/service] to [primary audience] who are 

looking to solve the problem of [primary pain]. Our product provides 
[primary outcome], as well as [secondary outcome]. Additionally, it 

addresses [secondary pain] and provides a {primary transformation]. 
Our product delivers results in [time frame]. Can you please describe 

this product in a way that highlights its value and benefits for our 
target audience?"
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What are typical components of [product/service]?

What are frequently asked questions when considering 
[product/service]?

Summarize the benefits of working with our firm which include [3 
Authority points]?

 What are the three main benefits that our product provides for our 
target audience?

See Workbook for additional questions
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Landing Page

Step 4: A standalone page designed to provide information and compel 
an action including.

● A clear and compelling headline that communicates the benefit 
● Bulleted lists or short paragraphs that clearly convey the key features 

and benefits
● A clear and compelling call to action 
● Testimonials or social proof to build trust and credibility
● Images or videos that help to visually communicate the benefits and 

features of the product or service.
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Act as an ADDY Award winning copywriter and Write 10 compelling 
headline for (Product Name) that (Product description)”

"Create a list of bullet points that quickly and clearly convey the key 
features and benefits of [product/service]"

"Write a call to action that encourages the viewer to [desired action] 
and emphasizes the [benefit of product/service]"

"Create a testimonial from a satisfied customer that emphasizes the 
[benefit of product/service]"

"Write a short paragraph that describes the unique selling points of 
[product/service] and how it can help [target audience]"

CHEAT CODE: “Write a high converting landing page styled after 
[company] that is offering [Service/Product] including headline, text 

bullets and a call to action”

Let's try this one Hands On...
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CHEAT CODE: “Write a high converting landing page styled after [company] that is offering 
[Service/Product] including headline, text bullets and a call to action”

Let's try this one Hands On...
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Ad Copy

Step 5: Create Ad Copy for LinkedIn, Facebook, Instagram, Google and 
YouTube Ads

● One of the key factors in writing effective ad copy is highlighting the 
benefits of your product or service. You want to make it clear to your 
target audience what they will gain by making a purchase.

● Testing and refining helps you achieve better results in real time
● Let's do this one hands on too
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“Act like an award winning copywriter, write a Facebook Ad that is 
persuasive, funny and conversational, Featuring [benefits].”

"Write another version of this ad focusing on and targeting [different 
benefits]."

Let's try this hands on...
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Sales

Step 6: Support Your Sales Team with a Series of Outbound Emails

● Email subject lines are the crucial first step to getting an email 
opened. 

● Sales email copy should include your key benefits developed earlier
● It should include a compelling step or action you want them to take 

with a link to your website.
● Write an email sequence to promote the product as well. We will 

walk you through this to do offline later.
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"Write 10 subject lines for an email that promotes a limited-time offer 
and emphasizes the [benefit of product/service]"

Choose a favorite subject line.

 

"Write a sales email that is funny, persuasive and conversational that 
pays off this subject line [chosen subject line]"

"Create 10 subject lines for an email that asks a question and relates to 
the [problem of target audience]"

"Write a 10 subjects line for an email that communicates a sense of 
[urgency or scarcity] and encourages [target audience] to [desired 

action]"

Repeat above for a series of 3 Outbound Sales Emails
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Video Script

Step 7: Create a Video Script for an Overview Video
● Video content helps you create an emotional connection and help 

visually communicate
● Can write video sales letters, overview videos, testimonial videos, 

case studies & product demos
● Create a compelling opening
● Build on their pain points, how you solve their problems and help 

them achieve their goals.
● Use customer testimonials and storytelling to build trust and 

credibility with the viewer.
● Include a specific call to action that encourages the viewer to take a 

specific action, such as making a purchase or signing up for a free 
trial.
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"Create a script that builds on the viewer's pain points and desires by 
highlighting how [product/service] can help them to solve their 

problems and achieve their goals. It should have a nice hook and talk 
about [main points]."
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Content

Step 8: Articles and Blogs Are a Powerful Tool to Establish Yourself as an 
Expert and Improve SEO.

● Use ChatGPT to research articles on a complex topic.
● Train a window on one particular aspect of your complex products.
● Get good blog title ideas and attention grabbing headlines.
● Draft good quality starter copy or use it as research to start your 

article.
● The best articles involve first hand interviews with thought leaders. 
● Chat can create meta descriptions as well
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"What is [topic]."

"What are some articles on [topic] as it relates to [topic]."

"Write 10 blog title ideas about {topic]"

 

Choose a title you like and ask chat to "Act like a manufacturing 
chemistry expert and draft a 750 word article on [topic title].

Let's try this hands on

Avoid Plagiarism by Refine: Write this to be bold and excited and cite 
the refrences

Review content for accuracy and plagiarism checker by Grammarly
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A Content calendar is a tool that is used to plan, organize, and schedule 
the release of content for a business or social media influencer. It helps 
to ensure that content is released consistently, and it is tailored to the 

needs and interests of the target audience.

"What are the needs and interests of my target audience for my 
Content calendar?”

More information in your workbook
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Social Media

Step 9: Social Posts Help You Fish Where the Fish Are.

● Start with blog content 
● Consider transcribed videos 
● Request social posts from articles created
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Write a social media post

"Create 5 social media posts of about 250 words for LinkedIn on this 
article."

"Rewrite these to be more excited about the [product]."

If time allows, let's try this hands-on.
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Talk Support

Step 10: 2023 Top Tactic Involves Submitting Talks at Industry Shows, 
Participating in Industry Groups

● Leverage ChatGPT to get an overview of speaking opportunities
● Identify jazzy titles on talks you want to give where you are an expert.
● Ask ChatGPT to generate the summary of the talk
● Create the bullets of "What You Will Learn"
● Use XLS to track your submission due dates, media kit pricing and 

more
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"What are regional industry trade shows in Ohio, Michigan and Indiana 
where our expertise on [topic] would provide an opportunity to 

speak?"

"Can you provide links and dates for these shows?" - 2021!

"What would be 5 exciting titles for [topic] that would interest the 
attendees at these shows?"

"Act like an expert marketing copywriter and draft a one paragraph 
summary of [Talk Title] plus 5 takeaway bullets of what you will learn."
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Brochure

Step 11: There are product brochures, company brochures and more

● Provide ChatGPT with all the information previously gathered 
product descriptions, company descriptions, and research on your 
target audience. Your differences.

● Use ChatGPT to create the structure
● Generate the content for each brochure by using the following 

prompt formulas:
● Review and edit for StoryBrand principles. It will provide too much 

copy to read. Editing is key to developing all of these pieces.
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Write a brochure copy, avoid TL;DR

"Create a brochure structure and layout that effectively

communicates my value proposition, products or services, and

unique differentiators plus has a clear and compelling call to action."

Other prompt versions are in your workbook



Not sure what to do next?

We can help you assess these ideas and create a strategy for moving forward 
most effectively.
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Resources

Step 10: 2023 Top Tactic Involves Submitting Talks at Industry Shows, 
Participating in Industry Groups

Building a Story Brand: https://storybrand.com/about/ 

Traction: Get a Grip on Your Business, EOS/VTO: 
https://www.eosworldwide.com/vto

● Marketing Strategy, Ideal Target Market, 3 Uniques, Our proven 
process, our guaranteed pledge

https://storybrand.com/about/
https://www.eosworldwide.com/vto
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A Team of Experts
You get access to writing, 
technology and marketing 
experts who keep their skills top 
notch.

Small Firm Attention
We listen to your needs and 
make updates rapidly. Also, we 
meet with you monthly and 
touch base bi-weekly.

Complete 
Management
We proactively schedule all the 
steps of your blueprint. 
Marketing is off your plate and 
done right.

Seasoned Pros
At some firms, you get sold in by 
the A-team only to have a junior 
team deliver. We're all pros 
here.

Affordable
We keep our prices affordable 
with our contractor model and 
repeatable systems.  

We Deliver What 
Others Promise
Above all, we are honest. We 
know what to do and get it 
done. Period.



Questions?
513-238-5792

margee@bigorange.marketing

Website
bigorange.marketing




